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ABSTRACT 
Data Mining can be defined as a process that extracts 
nontrivial information contained in huge databases. 

Association rule mining is one of the important techniques of 
data mining in which relationships among the items present in 
the transactions are discovered. Traditional data mining 
techniques have focused largely on detecting the correlation 
between the items that are more frequent in the databases. 
Also termed as frequent itemset mining, these techniques 
were based on the grounds that itemsets which appear more 
frequently must be more significant to the user .High utility 

itemset mining is an extension to the problem of frequent 
pattern mining. In this paper we emphasis on an emerging 
area called High Utility Mining which not only considers the 
frequency of the itemsets but also considers the utility 
associated with the itemsets. The term utility refers to the 
usefulness of the itemset in transactions, like profit, sales or 
any other user preferences. In High Utility Itemset Mining the 
target is to identify itemsets that have utility value greater than 

the threshold utility value. In this paper a study of literature of 
the various techniques and current scenario of research in 
mining high utility itemset have presented also advantages 
and limitations of various techniques for HUIM have been 
presented.  

General Terms  
Data Mining  

Keywords 
Frequent Itemset, Association Rule Mining, High Utility 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are in an age often referred to as the information age. In 
this information age, because we believe that information 
leads to power and success, and thanks to sophisticated 
technologies such as computers, satellites, etc., we have been 
collecting tremendous amounts of information. This data 
gives large unexploited opportunities for knowledge 
discovery. Here the discussion is on a very important and 

most popular area of research i.e. Data Mining for finding 
High Utility Itemsets. The goal of data mining is to predict the 
future or to understand the past [21]. Knowledge Discovery in 
Database (KDD) aims at finding meaningful and useful 
information in immense amounts of data.Two fundamental 
issues in KDD, having numerous applications in various 
domains, are frequent itemset mining (FIM) and association 
rule mining (ARM) [1],[2]. Before starting the focus should 

be on some basic preliminaries. 

2.    PRELIMINARIES  

2.1 Data Mining  
Data mining emerged in 1990s and has a big impact in 
business, industry, and science. Only the information 
extraction is not sufficient to help in decision making. It is 
essential, to build up a powerful way for analysis of such data 

for the extraction of interesting knowledge that could help in 
decision-making. Data Mining, popularly known 
as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), refers to the 
nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and 
potentially useful information from data in databases [24]. 
Data Mining is a collection of techniques for efficient 

automated discovery of previously unknown, valid, novel and 
understandable patterns in large databases. The patterns must 
be actionable so that they may be used in an enterprise’s 
decision making process [15]. The goal of data mining is to 
extract higher-level hidden information from an abundance of 
raw data [6]. Data mining has been used in various data 
domains. Data mining can be regarded as an algorithmic 
process that takes data as input and yields patterns, such as 

classification rules, itemsets, association rules, or summaries, 
as output [17]. Data mining tasks can be classified into two 
categories, Descriptive Mining and Predictive Mining. The 
Descriptive Mining techniques such as Clustering, 
Association Rule Discovery, Sequential Pattern Discovery is 
used to find human-interpretable patterns that describe the 
data. The Predictive Mining techniques like Classification, 
Regression, Deviation Detection use some variables to predict 

unknown or future values of other variables [42]. 

2.2 Association Rule Mining (ARM) 
Association rule mining (ARM) is a admired procedure for 
discovering co-occurrences, relationships, frequent patterns 
among items in a set of transactions or a database. The 

concept of Association Rules for discovering regularities 
between products in large databases has introduced by Rakesh 
Agrawal et al, 1994[1],[2]. Mining association rules can be 
divided into two steps: the first is generating frequent itemsets 
and the second is generating association rules. The major 
challenge in association rule mining is to recognize frequent 
itemsets. Finding frequent itemset is one of the significant 
steps in association rule mining. Since the solution of second 
sub-problem is straight forward, most of the researchers had 

focus on how to generate frequent itemsets. ARM is widely 
used in market-basket analysis. For example, frequent 
itemsets can be found out by analyzing market basket data and 
then association rules can be generated by predicting the 
purchase of other items by conditional probability [1],[2]. In 
example of an association rule would be "If a customer buys a 
computer, he is 80% likely to also purchase pen drive.” So 
Association rule mining is the most important and well 

explored data mining technique, which is used by most of the 
organizations for decision making so that they improve the 
profit and enhance their performance in terms of sales and 
good product quality. 

2.3 Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) 
 Frequent itemset mining is a motivating branch of data 
mining. In frequent itemset mining, the base data takes the 
form of sets of instances (also called transactions) that each 
has a number of features (also called items). The original 
algorithm for mining frequent itemsets, which was published 
in 1993 by Agrawal and is still frequently used. This 
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algorithm functions by first scanning the database to find all 
frequent 1-itemsets, then proceeding to find all frequent 2-
itemsets, then 3-itemsets etc. At each iteration, candidate 
itemsets of length n are generated by joining frequent itemsets 
of length n –1; the frequency of each candidate itemset is 

evaluated before being added to the set of frequent itemsets. 
The objective of Frequent Itemset Mining is to identify all the 
frequent itemsets in a transaction database. 

Let                 be a set of n distinct literals called 

items. An itemset is a non-empty set of items. An itemset 
                with k items is referred to as k-itemset, A 

transaction                         consists of a 

transaction identifier (TID) and a set of items              
where j = 1, 2, …, k. 

For example, consider the transaction database shown in 
Table 1. This database contains five transactions, where the 
letters p,q,r,s,t represent items bought by customers. For 
example, the first transaction T1 represents a customer that 
has bought the items p,r and s. 

Table 1: Transaction Database 

TID Transaction 

T1 {p,r,s} 

T2 {q,r,t} 

T3 {p,q,r,t} 

T4 {q,t} 

T5 {p,q,r,t} 

 

An itemset X is a set of items such that X I. Let the 

notation |X| denotes  the set cardinality  or, in other  
words,  the  number  of items  in  an  itemset  X. An 
itemset X is said to be of length k or a k-itemset if it 
contains k  items  (|X|  = k).  The goal  of  itemset mining is 
to discover interesting  itemsets in a transaction  database,   
i.e.,  interesting   associations   between items. In general, in 
itemset mining, various measures can be used to assess 

the interestingness  of patterns. In FIM, the interestingness 
of a given itemset is tradi tionally  defined  using  a measure  
called the  support. The support  (or absolute  support)  of 
an itemset X in a database D is denoted  as sup(X) and 
defined as the number  of  transactions  containing  X,  i.e.,  
sup(X)  =|{T|X   T ^ T 2 D}|.  

 For example,   the support   of the itemset       is 2 because 

this itemset appears in two   transactions (T3 and T5).  Note   
that   some authors   prefer to define the support   of an 

itemset X as a ratio.  This definition called the relative sup- 
port is relSup(X) = sup(X)/|D|. For example, the relative 
support of the itemset {p, q} is 0.4. 

  An itemset X is frequent if it has a support that is no less 
than a given minimum support threshold minsup set by the 
user (i.e., sup(X) ≥ minsup).  For example, if we consider  the 
database  shown  in Table  1 and  that  the user has set minsup  
= 3, the task of FIM is to discover all groups  of items 

appearing  in at least three transac- tions. In this case, there 
are exactly nine frequent itemsets: 

     : 3,     : 4,     : 4,    : 4,       : 3,       : 3,      : 4, 
      : 3, and         : 3, where the number besides each 

itemset indicates its support.[41] 

 

3.  HIGH UTILITY MINING (HUM) 
In the previous section introduction to the basic concepts of 
Data Mining, Association Rule Mining, Frequent Itemset 
Mining .In this section a brief overview of the various 
algorithms, concepts and approaches of High Utility Mining 
that have been defined in various research publications will be 
presented. 

The Utility Mining concept is the extension to the traditional 
frequent itemset mining. The traditional ARM approaches 
consider the utility of the items by its occurrences in the 
transaction set. The frequency of itemset is not sufficient to 
reflect the actual utility of an itemset. For example, the sales 
manager may not be interested in frequent itemsets that do not 
generate significant profit. Recently, one of the most 
challenging data mining tasks is the mining of high utility 

itemsets efficiently. Identification of the itemsets with high 
utilities is called as Utility Mining. The utility can be 
measured in terms of cost, profit or other expressions of user 
preferences. For example, a computer system may be more 
profitable than a telephone in terms of profit [42].In view of 
this utility mining emerges as an important topic in data 
mining field. Mining high utility itemsets from databases 
refers to finding the itemsets with high profits. Here, the 

meaning of itemset utility is interestingness, importance, or 
profitability of an item to users. Utility of items in a 
transaction database consists of two aspects: 1) the importance 
of distinct items, which is called external utility, and 2) the 
importance of items in transactions, which is called internal 
utility. Utility of an itemset is defined as the product of its 
external utility and its internal utility. An itemset is called a 
high utility itemset if its utility is no less than a user-specified 

minimum utility threshold; otherwise, it is called a low-utility 
itemset [55]. 

Utility of Itemset (U) = 

Internal Utility (i) * External Utility (e) 

Example 
Let Table 2 be a database containing five transactions. Each 
row in Table 2 represents a transaction, in which each letter 
represents an item and has a purchase quantity (internal 
utility).Table 3 represents the unit profits associated with each 

itemset. 

Table 2: Transaction Database  
Trans_id Transaction Transaction Utility 

T1 A(1),B(1),E(1),W(1) 5 

T2 A(1),B(1),E(3) 8 

T3 A(1),B(1),F(2) 8 

T4 E(2),G(1) 5 

T5 A(1),B(1),F(3) 11 

 
 

Table 3: Unit Profits associated with items 

Item Name A B E F G W 

Unit Profit 1 1 2 3 1 1 
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Most of the researchers has highlighted the importance of 
constraint based itemset mining in which the user has the 
privilege to specify his or her preferences by defining 
constraints that capture the semantic significance of the 
itemset in the intended application domain [8],[9],[37].The 

two utility measures for any itemset are transaction utility and 
external utility[18]. The Transaction utility of an item in a 
transaction is defined according to the information stored in 
the transaction. The external utility of an itemset is based on 
the information provided by the user and is not available in 
the transactions [7].The concept of Mining the itemsets has 
the extensive well recognized literature from frequent itemsets 
mining to high utility itemset mining , which can be seen 

ahead in the paper. 

Agarwal et al in [1],[2] studied the mining of association rules 
for finding the relationships between data items in large 
databases. Association rule mining techniques uses a two step 
process. The first step is to apply Apriori Algorithm to 
identify all the frequent itemsets based on the support value of 
the itemsets,it is  a Horizontal Breadth-First Search 
Algorithm. Apriori uses the downward closure property of 

itemsets to prune off itemsets. The second step is the 
generation of association rules from frequent itemsets using 
the support – confidence model. 

Following is the Apriori algorithm: 
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Apriori uses an iterative approach i.e. level-wise search, 

where k-itemsets are used to explore k+1 itemsets.The 
Advantage of the Apriori algorithm is perfect pruning of 
infrequent candidate item sets (with infrequent subsets). 
While on the other hand, the disadvantage of Apriori 
algorithm is that can require a lot of memory (since all 
frequent itemsets are represented) and support counting takes 
very long for large transactions [54]. 
Hence overall the Apriori alogorithm holds three major 

disadvantages: 

1. Huge amount of time spending of processing 
candidates which are generated by combining the 
itemsets without looking at the databases and even 
some  patterns generated that do not appear in the 
database. 

2. Repeatedly scan the database to count the support of 
candidates, which is very costly. 

3. It follows breadth-first search approach which is 
quite costly in terms of memory utilization [41]. 

Zaki MJ in 2000[62] has given an improvement in Apriori 
through Eclat Algorithm which is a Vertical Depth First 
Search Algorithm so that can avoid keeping many itemsets in 

memory. It has given the vertical database representation 
which can be obtained by only scanning the original 
horizontal database only once and vice versa. 

For example the vertical representation of the database 
presented in Table 1 is being seen in Table 4. 

Table 4: Vertical Representation of the 
Database of Table 1. 

Item(x) TID-Set(tid(x)) 

p {T1,T3,T5} 

q {T2,T3,T4,T5} 

r {T1,T2,T3,T5} 

s {T1} 

t {T2,T3,T4,T5} 

 
Here the search space can be explored by scanning the 
database only once for creating the initial TID-lists. Candidate 
generation and support counting are carried out directly 
without scanning the database. 

The   Eclat generates all frequent itemsets according   to the 

depth-first search order hence it is said to be a depth-first 
search algorithm. Eclat is faster than  Apriori but still has 
some drawbacks like, It generates  candidates  without  
scanning  the  database, hence it  spend  time  considering  
itemsets  that  do  not exist in the database, the TID-lists 
consumes  a lot of memory too. However, there  has  been  
some  work  to  reduce  the size of TID-lists  using  an  
improved  structures [61],[38]. 

To address the main limitation of algorithms  such as Apriori 
and Eclat, a major progress has been presented in the form of 
pattern-growth algorithms. The main idea of pattern-growth 
algorithms is to scan a database to find itemsets, and thus 
avoid generating candidates that do not appear in the database. 
Furthermore, to reduce  the  cost  of  scanning  the  database, 
pattern-growth algorithms  have introduced  the concept  of 
projected  database  to  reduce  the  size of databases   as  an  
algorithm   explore   larger   itemsets with its depth-first  

search[20],[53].A  major   advantage   of  pattern-growth   
algorithms  is that  they only explore  the frequent  itemsets in 
the  search  space  thus  avoiding  considering  many itemsets 
not appearing  in the database, or infrequent itemsets. 

In latest  years,  a  bundle  of  research  has  been  carried  on 
further  improving  the performance of algorithms  for FIM  
because  it is a computationally expensive  task. The 
improvements  have been proposed in terms of various novel 

algorithms with additional  optimization 
[12],[14],[43],[56]some FIM algorithms which can be run on 
GPU[63],on multicore processor[45],on cloud 
platforms[39],[44]. 

Although the FIM has improved in various ways but still 
having limitations. One of the most important limitations of 
FIM is that an algorithm may find a huge amount of itemsets, 
depending on how the minimum support threshold is set. 

Discovering too many patterns makes it difficult for a human 
to analyze the patterns found. To overcome from this many 
researchers have designed algorithms to extract concise 
representation of frequent itemsets [53],[38],[60],[49],[5]. 

Another limitation of traditional FIM is that it assumes that all 
items are equal, but in real-life applications, items are 
generally  different from each other [33].Some items have 
obviously more chances of being frequent than others. This 
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gives the concept of rare items problem, on this issue also 
many researchers worked in [23],[26].Many of the researchers 
have worked on finding rare itemsets[50].Also the perfectly 
rare itemsets and minimal rare itemsets finding algorithms 
have also been devised[50],[27].  

Likewise one more important limitation of traditional FIM 
algorithm is the database format for which the extension have 
been proposed by the researchers in terms of Weighted 
itemsets mining where weights are associated to each items to 
indicate their relative importance[52],[58],[59]. 

The most popular extension of weighted itemsets mining is 
the High Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM) in which not only the 
weights are considered but also the purchase quantities are 

considered in transactions [11],[18],[7],[19],[17],[16],[3].In 
HUIM weights can be considered as the unit profit of items 
[46],[34],[4],[47],[35],[40]. The objective of HUIM is to 
discover all itemsets that have a utility higher than a given 
threshold in a database. The journey of HUIM has embarked 
in 2003.  

Chan et al in [11] has presented the extension to the Apriori 
algorithms in terms of the Novel algorithm OOA mining with 

the top-K utility frequent closed patterns, he also observes that 
the candidate set pruning strategy exploring the anti-
monotone property used in apriori algorithm do not hold for 
utility mining. 

Yao et al in [18] defines the problem of utility mining 
formally. The work defines the terms transaction utility and 
external utility of an itemset. The mathematical model of 
utility mining was then defined based on the two properties of 

utility bound and support bound. The utility bound property of 
any itemset provides an upper bound on the utility value of 
any itemset. This utility bound property can be used as a 
heuristic measure for pruning itemsets at early stages that are 
not expected to qualify as high utility itemsets. 

Liu et al in [36] proposed a Two-phase algorithm for finding 
high utility itemsets that can discover high utility itemsets 
more efficiently.It works in two phases, in Phase I, a term 
transaction-weighted utilization is defined, and proposed the 

transaction-weighted   utilization   mining   model   that   
holds   Transaction-weighted Downward Closure Property. 
That is, if a k-itemset is a low transaction-weighted 
utilization itemset, none of its supersets can be a high 
transaction-weighted utilization itemset. The transaction-
weighted utilization mining not only effectively restricts the 
search space, but also covers all the high utility itemsets. 
Although Phase I may overestimate some itemsets due to 

the different definitions, only one extra database scan is 
needed in Phase II to filter out the overestimated itemsets. 

Yao et al in [19] defines the utility mining problem as one of 
the cases of constraint mining. This work shows that the 
downward closure property used in the standard Apriori 
algorithm and the convertible constraint property are not 
directly applicable to the utility mining problem. The authors 
also present two pruning strategies. By exploiting these 

pruning strategies, the UMining and UMining_H algorithms 
were developed to provide efficient solutions to the utility 
based itemset mining problem. The pruning strategies 
facilitates to reduce the cost of finding high utility itemsets. 
The mathematical properties of the utility value of an itemset 
were analyzed. With these pruning strategies, a k-itemset 
with a utility upper bound less than minutil can be pruned 
immediately without accessing the database to calculate its 

actual utility value.  

Yao et al in [17] classifies the utility-measures into three 
categories namely, item level, transaction level and cell level. 
The unified utility function was defined to represent all 
existing utility based measures, the mathematical properties of 
the utility based measures were identified. These properties 

can facilitate the design of efficient pruning strategies for 
utility based itemset mining Li et al in [16] proposed two 
efficient one pass algorithms MHUI-BIT and MHUI-TID for 
mining high utility itemsets from data streams within a 
transaction sensitive sliding window. 

Ahmed et al in [3] proposed three novel tree structures with 
the property “build once mine many”, which are  highly 
suitable for interactive mining.IHUPL,IHUTF,&IHUPTWU 

theses three novel structures efficiently perform incremental 
and interactive high utility pattern mining. All three tree 
structures require maximum two database scans. 

Shankar et al [46] have presented a novel algorithm Fast 
Utility Mining (FUM) which finds all high utility itemsets 
within the given utility constraint threshold. The authors also 
suggested a technique to generate different types of itemsets 
such as High Utility and High Frequency (HUHF), High 

Utility and Low Frequency (HULF), Low Utility and High 
Frequency (LUHF) and Low Utility and Low Frequency 
(LULF). 

Liu Jian-ping, Wang Ying, Yang Fanding et al[34] proposed a 
calculation called tree based incremental affiliation manage 
mining calculation (Pre-Fp). It depends on a FUFP (quick 
redesign frequent example) mining technique. The significant 
objective of FUFP is the re-utilization of beforehand mined 

frequent things while moving onto incremental mining. The 
benefit of FUFP is that it decreases the quantity of hopeful set 
in the overhauling strategy. In FUFP, all connections are 
bidirectional while in FP-tree, connections are just 
unidirectional. The benefit of bidirectional is that it is 
anything but difficult to include, evacuate the youngster hub 
without much recreation. The FUFP structure is utilized as a 
contribution to the pre-extensive tree which gives positive 
check contrast at whatever point little information is added to 

unique database. It manages few changes in database if there 
should arise an occurrence of embedding new transaction. In 
this paper the calculation arranges the things into three 
classifications: frequent, infrequent and pre-expansive. Pre-
vast itemsets has two backings limit esteem i.e. upper and 
lower edge. The downside of this approach is that it is tedious 
[34]. 

Ahmed CF, Tanbeer SK, Jeong BS et al[3] created HUC-

Prune. They proposed a novel tree based applicant pruning 
strategy called HUC-tree, (high utility competitor tree) which 
catches the critical utility data of transaction database. HUC-
Prune is totally free of high utility applicant example and it 
requires three database sweeps to compute the outcome for 
utility example. The downside of this approach is that it is 
extremely hard to keep up the calculation for bigger database 
check locales [4]. Shih-Sheng Chen et al (2011) proposed a 

strategy for frequent intermittent example utilizing different 
least backings. This is a proficient way to find frequent 
example since it depends on numerous base limit bolster in 
light of ongoing occasion. It doesn't hold download 
conclusion property; rather it utilizes sorted conclusion 
property. At that point PFP (intermittent frequent example) 
calculation is connected which is same as that of FP 
development where restrictive example base is utilized to find 

frequent examples. This calculation is more proficient as far 
as memory space, subsequently diminishing the quantity of 
database outputs [47]. 
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Liu & Qu (2012) proposed HUI-MINER algorithm. In this 
paper Utility List is created. It first creates an initial utility list 
for itemsets of the length 1 for promising items. Then HUI-
MINER constructs recursively a utility list for each itemset of 
the length k using a pair of utility lists for itemsets of the 

length k-1.For mining high utility itmesets, each utility list for 
an itemset keeps the information of TIDs for all of 
transactions containing the itemset, utility values of the item 
set in the transactions, and the sum of utilities of the 
remaining items that can be included to super itemsets of the 
itemset in the transactions. The distinct advantage of HUI-
Miner is that it avoids the costly candidates generation and 
utility computation [35]. 

Vincent S.Tseng et al (2013) have proposed two algorithms, 
namely Utility Pattern Growth (UP-Growth) and UP-
Growth+, for mining high utility itemsets with a set of 
effective strategies for pruning candidate itemsets. The 
information of high utility itemsets is maintained in a tree-
based data structure named utility pattern tree (UP-Tree) such 
that candidate itemsets can be generated efficiently with only 
two scans of database. The performance of UP-Growth and 

UP-Growth+ is also  compared with the state-of-the-art 
algorithms on many types of real and synthetic data sets. 
Experimental results shows that the proposed algorithms, 
especially UP Growth+, reduces the number of candidates 
effectively and also outperforms substantially in terms of 
runtime, especially when databases contain lots of long 
transactions [55]. 

Philippe Fournier-Viger (2014) proposed FHM algorithm 

[40]. It extends the Hui-Miner Algorithm. It is a Depth-first 
search Algorithm. It relies on utility-lists to calculate the exact 
utility of itemsets. This algorithm integrates a novel strategy 
named EUCP (Estimated Utility Co-occurrence Pruning) to 
reduce the number of joins operations when mining high 
utility itemsets using the utility list data structure. Estimated 
Utility Co-Occurrence Structure (EUCS) stores the transaction 
weighted utility (TWU) of all 2-itemsets. It built during the 
initial database scans. FHM is up to 6 times faster than HUI -

Miner. 

Next most remarkable progress in High Utility Itemset mining 
was proposed in terms of Efficient High Utility Itemset in 
2015. Here  several new ideas have introduced to more 
efficiently discovers high utility itemsets both in terms of 
execution time and memory [48]. EFIM relies on two upper-
bounds named sub-tree utility and local utility to more 
effectively prune the search space. It also introduces a novel 

array-based utility counting technique called Fast Utility 
Counting to calculate these upper-bounds in linear time and 
space. Transaction merging is obviously desirable. However, 
a key problem is to implement it efficiently. To find identical 
transactions in O(n) time, sort the original database according 
to a new total order T on transactions. Sorting is achieved in 
time, and is performed only once. Projected databases 
generated by EFIM are often very small due to transaction 

merging. 

The most modern recent year’s attraction in the area of 
research in the field of FIM is Uncertainty. Uncertainty plays 
a role in several real-life applications because data collected is 
often imperfect, inaccurate, or may be collected through noisy 
sensors. Two main models    have   been   proposed    for   
uncertain FIM [51]. The first model is the expected-support 
model [13],[28],[29]. It  considers    that    each    item i  

appearing  in a transaction Tq  is associated  to an  expected  
support  value e(i, Tq) representing the certainty that this item 
appeared  in the transaction (a  value  in  the  [0,1]  interval). 

The job of uncertain itemset mining in the expected support 
model is to find out all itemsets that are expected to be 
frequent. The second model is the probabilistic itemset model 
[13]. It considers two thresholds: the minimum support 
threshold minsup, as well as a second threshold called the 

minimum probability threshold minprob. An itemset is 
considered a probabilistic frequent itemset if the calculated 
probability that it appears in more than minsup transactions by 
considering possible worlds is greater than minprob. 

Fuzzy itemset mining [10],[22],[11],[30] is also a well-studied 
extension of itemset mining. In fuzzy itemset mining, 
quantitative   values   are   assigned   to each  item  in  
transactions  and  fuzzy  membership  functions   are  defined  

for  each  attribute(item)  to  map  these  values  to  nominal  
values. For   example,   an   attribute  of   a   transaction could  
be the  ‘height’ of a person  and  a corresponding  fuzzy 
membership  function  could  be defined   to   map   a  height   
to  nominal   values such as short,  average,  or tall. Fuzzy 
FIM algorithms discover itemsets where each item is 
associated with a nominal value and a membership 
percentage.  For example, a fuzzy FIM algorithm can discover 

itemsets such as ‘height (tall = 80%) and age (young = 60%).’  
Some of the most important applications of fuzzy item- set 
mining are in text mining, including text clustering [11]. 

Jerry Chun-Wei Lin et al(2015) has proposed a novel 
framework for mining potential high-utility itemsets (PHUIs) 
over uncertain databases. This is the first paper to address the 
issue of mining potential high-utility itemsets from uncertain 
databases. The upper-bound-based algorithm (PHUI-UP) and 

the list-based algorithm (PHUI-List) are respectively proposed 
to consider the mining of not only high-utility but also high 
probability itemsets from uncertain databases. The designed 
PHUI-UP algorithm is based on the proposed downward 
closure property to level-wisely generate-and-test candidates 
for mining PHUIs. The second PHUI-List algorithm is further 
developed to improve the performance based on the designed 
vertical PU-list structure for directly mining PHUIs without 
candidate generation [32]. In 2016 & 2017 the recent MUHUI 

and PHUIMUS have also proposed [31],[25]. 

Overall the most extensive and remarkable contributions in 
HUIM can be seen in the below Table 5. 

4.  CONCLUSION 
A Utility mining is an apparent topic in data mining. The main 

focus in the field of Utility Mining is not only FIM but also 
the consideration of utility .Practically it has been found that 
the utility is of great interest in industry if considers with high 
utility itemsets. Different decision making domains such as 
business transactions, medical, security, fraudulent 
transaction, retail etc. make use of high item sets to get useful 
information. Survey on different high utility item set mining 
algorithms which were proposed is presented in this paper. 

This survey will be helpful for developing new efficient and 
optimize techniques for high utility item set mining. The open 
research opportunities in this field can be in the form of Novel 
Applications development by applying existing pattern mining 
algorithms in new ways, the performance can be enhanced in 
terms of memory and time utilization and can discover more 
complex and meaningful type of patterns. As the concept of 
High Utility Itemset Mining has a vast opportunities to be 

researched, the future work will incorporate soft computing 
methodologies for high utility itmesets mining such as the 
intuitionistic fuzzy logic can be explored in the field of High 
Utility Itemset Mining.  
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Table 5: Summary of remarkable contributions in HUIM 

Sr.

No.

Studied By Algorithms Year of 

Publication

Outcomes

1 Chan 

Q.,YangY., and 

Shen D.

OOA  

Algorithm

2003 Mining the top-K

utility frequent closed

patterns. Anti-

monotone property

used in apriori

algorithm do not hold

for utility mining.

2 Liu Y., Liao W. 

And Choudhary 

A.

Two Phase 

Algorithm

2005 In two phases, Phase I-

transaction-weighted 

utilization is defined.

Phase II - one extra

database scan to filter

out the overestimated

itemsets

3 Liu M. and Qu 

J.

HUI-MINER 

Algorithm

2012 It avoids the costly

candidates generation

and utility computation

and generate high

utility itemsets.

4 Philippe 

Fournier Viger 

,Cheng-

WeiWu,Souley

mane Zida and 

Vincent S. 

Tseng

FHM 

Algorithm

2014 It is a Depth-first

search Algorithm.

Reduces the number of

join operations using

the utility list data

structure. It is up to 6

times faster than HUI-

Miner.

5 Souleymane 

Zida, Philippe 

Fournier-Viger, 

Jerry Chun-Wei 

Lin,Cheng Wei 

Wu,and Vincent 

S. Tseng

EFIM 

Algorithm 

2015 Two upper-bounds

named sub-tree utility

and local utility to

more effectively prune

the search space is

used. Array-based

utility counting

technique is proposed.

6 Lin JCW,Gan 

W,Fournier-

Viger P, Hong  

TP and Tseng 

VS

PHUI  

Algorithm

2015 Addressed the issue of

mining potential high-

utility itemsets from

uncertain databases.

Upper-bound-based 

algorithm (PHUI-UP)

and the list-based

algorithm (PHUI-List)

are proposed.

7 Lin JCW,Gan 

W,Fournier-

Viger P, Hong  

TP and Tseng 

VS

MUHUI 

Algorithm

2016 Based on the 

probability-utility-list 

(PU-list) structure,It  

directly mine PHUIs 

without candidate 

generation and can 

reduce the construction 

of PU-lists  and thus 8 Ju Wang, Fuxian 

Liu, and Chunjie 

Jin

PHUIMUS 

Algorithm

2017 Represents the itemsets

with high utilities and

high existential

probabilities over

uncertain data stream

based on sliding

windows.
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